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The change in the effective localized one-electron density of 
states is estimated for nearly magnetic impurities in the Anderson model 
and found to explain the unexpectedly high values of dy /dc measured by 
Aoki and Ohtsuka in AIMn and AlCr alloys assuming 1.6 eV for the width 
of the virtual level.

The low temperature properties of dilute alloys of iron-group 
transition metals in aluminum have recently come into the limelight. The 
problem has been investigated from two different aspects. In the scheme of 
the Anderson model Rivier and Zuckermann have put forward a theoretical 
description based on the assumption that in these alloys the transition 
metal impurities are nearly magnetic. They have shown that the low temper
ature transport properties'5 can satisfactorily be explained in this way. 
Moreover, the Anderson model provides a natural basis for the description 
of the charge density distribution measured in NMR measurements"'. The other 
theory for these alloys is due to Schrieffer0. He supposes that the Impuri
ties are magnetic and the non-magnetic behaviour of these alloys is due to 
the Kondo spin compensated bound state. The basic problem connected with 
the theoretical description of these alloys, therefore, is whether the 
condition for the appearance of a localized magnetic moment is fulfilled 
or not. The fulfilment is closely connected with the order of magnitude of
the width of virtual state, д , formed at the impurity site. The level

nwidths, determined by Aoki and Ohtsuka from their specific heat measurements
using the Hartree-Fock approximation^*^, would indicate10 that the localizedоspin fluctuation model could not be applied for the aluminum based alloys.
The purpose of this work is to show that the measured impurity contribution 
to the electronic specific heat can be explained in the renormalized local
ized spin fluctuation model using а Д , which is larger by an order of 
magnitude than that proposed by Aoki and Ohtsuka.
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In the nondegenerate Andereon model^ the one-impurity problem 
is described by the Hamiltonian

H = У E, с* с. + У E , d+ d + у ív. , cf d + H.C.) + Ud* d.d* d .  ̂ ко ко ko L d о о . L \ kd ко a ' т. + + +k,a — — — a k,a —
111

Using the commonly accepted approximation
2Vkd 1 I,,2 \

e, + i<5_llT IVkd I к av ph(O) = 1Л 12/

where p. (o) is the density of states of the unperturbed host, in then 11 same way as in the case of interacting fermion systems the low temper
ature electronic specific heat 6f a dilute alloy can easily be expressed 
as

C = O h + Yi) T /3/

Here is the electronic specific heat coefficient of the unperturb
ed host, for impurities with nondegenerate levels the impurity contribution, 
Yj, is given by

Yi = c.l
2,2IT К l - Im GJ l (w) d,o '

9G ,а(ы )
w=0+i Л

,R

/4/

where is the impurity concentration and 0(w ) i0 the Fourier
transform of the retarded one-electron Green function at T = 0 for the 
localized d electronsj

G*, (ш ) =d , о v ' E , _(00+i6 ) + iA d , о ' '
/5/

If the proper self-energy E , ( w ) is taken in the Hartree-Fock approxima-Cl f О Q
tion, /Ц-/ yields the well-known result by Klein and Heeger and by 
KJöllerström, Scalapino and Schrieffer'*

Vi = Ci 4̂  U d,o(°) '0
which can easily be generalized for the case of impurities with degenerate 
virtual level as

= c . - (2 t + l) У p ,x 3 4 > L Kd ,0a
(O) . / 6 /

Assuming that the transition metal impurities are all non-magnetic
Пin aluminum, Aoki and Ohtsuka' have found on the basis of /4/, that the 

localized one-electpon density of states at the Fermi level, Nd 0(o) =
5pd,o (° ) = 9 »4 eV^/atom for AIMn and 6.8 eV^^/atom for AlCr.



As in both coses the virtual level is rather close to the Fermi level, 
pd q C0 ) “ ~д »this would lead to A - 0.1? and 0.23 eV, respectively. 
These results are an order of magnitude smaller than expected"'"» They 
would imply^ that in the Hartree-Fock limit, both the manganese and 
chromium impurities should be magnetic in aluminum.

We claim that this paradoxical situation simply shows that these 
impurities in aluminum are rather near to the threshold of being magnetic, 
as was suggested by Caplin and Rizzuto . Near the magnetic threshold the 
role of repeated scattering of spin up electrons and spin down holes is 
pronounced. To take this into account in Ed (w) »following Buhl and hia 
coworkers^* 'L'1* ^  and Rivier, Zuckermann and Sunjjic2, one can use the 
t-matrix approximation!

where
L ( w)

dm' 
2iri t(w') G, (ш'+ш) /7/

t(u>) = U + iU J  Gd (m ' +m) Gd (m') t(w) H U + S (m) t(m) . / 8 /

Here Gd(w) is the one-electron Green-function of electrons on the 
yirtual level. /7/, /9/ arid the Dyson equation for Gd ( ш ) should be 
solved simultaneously. Using the dominant pole approximation for to) 
put forward by Levine et al^» the direct solution of this system of 
equations can be got round. In this approximation

t(m)
О) Г - im

/Im<D>0 /; t(z*) = t*( z )

where
1 - ReS(o)
irUpJ

/9/

/ Ю /

'd,„ <°)
As we shall see later, Г can be determined from the temperature 

dependence of the resistivity due to impurities. For a virtual level at the 
Fermi energy

9Zd(m)
Re Ed(o) Im £d(o) = Tm Эй)

therefore Gd (w+i6) can be approximated by

= о
co=o

/ 11 /

where

Gd (w+i6)* ±z^ m + iA/z^

z^ = I 1 - Re
ЭЕ . _c
9m w=o

/ 12 /

/13/
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With /12/, /7/ gives

1 (ш+íö) = ~2 -2— 777 7y log riT +
1 4 1  /14/

ш+iü/z. / ẑ uiX A/Zi /■ i(o\+ -------  1 log 1 _ i 1 ) _ i ----- -=-i------ log (1 - .
(u)+iA/z1)2+r2 ' Л 2 (<i>+ir)2 + (Д/z^)^ ' Г \
Combining the last two equations, one can easily get the following 

self-consistency condition for the renormalization constant, z^ s
, _ _ Сд/г)2 Г Z1 , Д ,
1 Z1 Д/Г - Zj Д/Г - zx 109 Ггх 1 * /15/

For given values of Д and Г , /15/ enables us to determine 
the renormalization constant. Using this, /4/ gives for a fivefold degener
ate level at the Fermi energy

"d,, ei£(°) ' i T  ' /16/

which should be measured in the specific heat measurements. The solutions of 
/15/ for z, , at different values of Д/Г are given in Table 1. As the 
closer the impurities to the magnetic threshold, the less the Г is, one 
can easily see from Table 1«, that approaching the magnetic threshold the 
enhancement in the impurity contribution to the electronic specific heat 
becomes more and more pronounced.

Let Us show now that the measured temperature dependence of the
resistivity^ and the measured effective density of states'7 determine our
parameters, Д and Г .As the relaxation time of conduction electrons

15with energy, ш , measured from the Fermi energy, is given y by

T(t ,(1))-1 ^ -|V2 I Im G, (T? ш+iö) , /17/KQ av a

the conductivity at low temperatures is

c - f II7 »  - t(t.-o) * d|r(Tpi +... /18/
J \ / dm w=o

The reported temperature dependence in resistivity of AIMn and 
AlCr alloys,

p(т) = р(т=0) (l - T2/©2) /19/

comes from the temperature dependence of Ira Gd(o) and the energy dependence 
of relaxation time defined in /17/. The former can easily be determined from 
/7/. Up to the second order in T,

Im Gd (0+iO = - Í (l"- 11 ’ 1201
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Using /17/, /18/ and our approximation for the Green-function 
/12/, the equation

1 / 0 *  =
2. 2 7Г к / 21/

can be derived. According to Caplin and Rizzuto'7 © = /530 + 30/°K for 
AIMn and /1200 + 400/°K for AlCr. As in these cases the host and impurity'■ *“* "" Д 0
ions have different masses, as Kagan and Zhernov have shown, another 
correction can show up in the temperature dependence of resistivity due to 
the changes in the phonon spectrum. At low temperatures this correction haspa leading term, which is also proportional to T', but it certainly has 
positive sign. As we cannot take into account this correction explicitely, 
we use for 0 the smallest values consistent with the Oaplin-Rizzuto 
measurement, namely © = 500°K for AIMn and © = 800°K for AlCr. In this 
way, using /21/, /15/ and /16/, we have found in the case of AIMn alloys 
that the level with A = 1,6 eV gives the measured effective density of 
states Nd 0 = 9.4 eV '/atom. As the density of states of aluminum '
is Phvo) = 0.19 eV-^/atom, this value of corresponds to O vkdlav^ ^ ~
- 1.65 eV, which is just of the expected order of magnitude. In this case 
r = 108 meV is found* If one applies the random phase approximation for 
S ( a)) defined in /8/, ReS(o)=uD (o) is obtained. So, using the values

of Л and Г obtained, /10/ gives for the effective Coulomb interaction,
U = 4,'/8 eV, that is rather close to the value found for it by photo-
eipission measurements in the case of manganese impurities in silver /see 
e.g. in10/.

Row, as to the chromium impurities in aluminum, one can assume 
that the width of virtual level is approximately the same as in the case 
of AIMn and it lies near enough to the Fermi energy, so the same procedure 
can be applied. This way, one gets Nd eff(o") = 6.4 eV~Vatom, which is 
to be compared with the measured value, 6.8 eV~^/atom. The agreement is 
rather good even in this case.
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Toble 1.

The solutione of /15/ for ẑ  ,

А/Г Z1

5 5*7
8 5.5

10 6.7
12 7.8
15 9.6
20 12.6
25 15.5
50 18.5
40 24.3
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